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Holy cow, these were good. You MUST try these! I used my cinnamon roll hack with the stuff I had and found the little bit of sweetener my mom used in
the cinnamon rolls didn’t make them excessively sweet. I liked that I could eat them for breakfast or dessert. The recipe below is for 3x the amount of
dough as I used, but was still very manageable. I rolled up a three-layer thickness on a good sized portion and it took about 30 minutes to bake. My

rolls were a little crumbly when I took them out of the oven but as they cooled, they smoothed out a little and they stayed just moist and soft. I did find
that as I cut them up, I had to be careful to cut them as evenly as I could (since they were going in the toaster). I think the texture improves if you chill
the rolls in the freezer for a few hours. This gives them time to firm up before they’re baked. I also used an 8-inch springform pan for the cooling and I

had to run some parallel oven racks underneath the rolls to make sure they did not overheat. You should have plenty of dough for this hack, so you
may want to double the recipe up if you plan to make more than one batch. But of course, theres a big difference between doing the minimum and

really giving something your all, and we think this ATX bench supply from [Steve Thone]of The Neverending Projects List is a phenomenal example of
the latter. It not only looks impressive, but its been tricked out with plenty of bells and whistles to make it as capable as possible. What was once a

basic 230 watt PSU pulled from an old Dell is now a piece of gear that any hacker or maker would love to have in their collection. Continue reading A
Particularly Polished ATX Bench Power Supply
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alright, enough of my
rant. seriously, i tested

this shit, and it
completely failed. all it
does is make my race
selected bulkies (lol)
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send little one sent
bulkies get little one

sent bulkies so on and
so forth. it does not

provide any more than
that, and the only thing
that it does do is waste

what should be a 30
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minute roll window. it
actually adds a few

seconds, as it is
swapping a role from

one to the other. since
it is very slow, it could
actually take the 2-5

minutes it says it would
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for most of the tier, but
it is still inefficient to

have multiple
characters who cannot

do any dps because
they cant even be in

the raid. so no, it is not
a dps iota of a way to
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do dps. the cleanest
way to roll is like you
are an off tank toon.
just fiddle with your

keys and click. you do
not need any addons,
you do not need any
macros. this is the
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exact cleanest way to
roll. and if your tank

can even aim, you do
not have to waste a 30

minute window by
wanting to do extra dps.

anymore for you? i
honestly tried to find
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something i could at
least try to be amusing
about, but i wasnt able
to. i have thoughts, but
i couldnt find anything

that i found to be
remotely funny. i am

sorry you wasted your
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time on this. haha..
perfect!! no ive been
trying to imagine how
many people would

want to make an addon
to make it harder to

roll, and now this seems
so obvious. the easiest
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way to make more rolls
and not waste so much
time is to create a mob
hat that makes your roll

request because that
doesnt require you to
manually roll, and also
there is a built in macro
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system on wow already
for the "send buff to all

targets" that would
probably save even

more time. 5ec8ef588b
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